ABSTRACT

This research started from the researcher curiosity when she found a particular class-formed phenomenon at one of renowned SMAN in Sidoarjo. The existence of particular class that formed by school itself has differences with the other school's particular class. The particular class that exist in this school named pioneer class. This research did to answer the research focus: "What is description of existence of particular class and the pioneer student for regular student in "X" SMAN. This research use Social Construction Theory from Peter L. Berger and Luckman. Which is in the construction formed, the individual through three (3) steps. That third steps are: Externalization, Objectivication, and Internalization which that third steps happened in simultan manners. This research would describe the process of the third steps so the individual could formed the social construction. Research method that used in this research is Qualitative Descriptive Method with phenomenological approach. The way to selected informant researcher used snowball, then the researcher has one informant who give the information for the next informant.

After the research done, researcher has some primary found which is the description from the regular student toward the existences of the pioneer class and student in "X" SMAN. First, this pioneer class as the discrimination form that gave from the school itself. Second, this pioneer class causing the emerge of disintegration among the student. Third, the pioneer class can't be effective way for increase the student's quality and achievement.
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